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7 Abstract: This study aims to examine the use of the discrete-element method (DEM) for prototype-scale analyses of large discontinuous
8 deformations. As an example, this paper presents the results of large-scale modeling of a mobility cone penetration test using DEM.
9 The analysis demonstrates the potential for very-large-scale fully three-dimensional discrete-element computations for simulation of uniquely

10 difficult geotechnical problems involving discontinuous deformation such as cone penetration, plowing, and slope stability. The particle-scale
11 resolution was achieved using several million particles as a straightforward application of high-performance computing with message-passing
12 interface (HPC-MPI) techniques. The use of the discrete-element method for micromechanical studies versus prototype-scale engineering
13 studies are discussed in detail. The former involves accurately depicting details such as particle size distribution and particle shape; the latter
14 uses the computational particles, similar to finite elements, where characteristics of the particles are simplified to gain computational
15 efficiency. The DEM inherently captures qualitative constitutive soil behavior; calibration procedures are directed at achieving accurate
16 quantitative behavior. A key issue is defining the soil’s consolidation state because porosity cannot be specified as a material parameter
17 but depends on particle placement and compaction. In addition to cone simulations in the near-surface environment, deep penetration
18 simulations were used to examine the effect of confining stress on volume change. The cone tended to increase porosity at all stress levels,
19 although the increase was significantly subdued by higher stress levels. The particle stress is presented in various formats to illustrate how
20 cone resistance is developed. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)GT.1943-5606.0002174. © 2019 American Society of Civil Engineers.

21 Author keywords: Discrete-element method; Cone penetration test; Stress analysis; Parallel computing; Off-road mobility.

22 Introduction

23 Continuum-based numerical methods developed1 over the past
24 50 years have become powerful tools for solving difficult geotech-
25 nical engineering problems, yet there is a large class of problems
26 involving large discontinuous deformations that tax the capabilities
27 of continuum-based methods. Example problems include mate-
28 rials handling, excavation and plowing, penetration, and landslide
29 prediction.

30The discrete-element method (DEM), which mimics granular
31kinematics, represents an alternative to continuum-based methods
32(O’Sullivan 2011). DEM provides a natural approach to granular
33geologic media by modeling the individual grains. The method
34has taken a central role in basic research investigating phenomena
35such as shear localization (Vardoulakis 1980), materials handling
36(Cleary 2009), fluidization (Kawaguchi et al. 1998), and non-
37Newtonian fluids (Johnson et al. 2017). A major emphasis of DEM-
38based research is micromechanics of particle interaction and the
39relationship of particle kinematics to continuum behavior. This
40paper considers practical and theoretical aspects of using DEM as
41an engineering tool for evaluating prototype-scale structures.
42This paper gives an example of using a large-scale DEM com-
43puter code to model a mobility cone penetration test (CPT). The
44cone penetration problem was adopted because it represents a dif-
45ficult numerical problem that has been investigated by many others
46using experimental, analytical, and numerical methods. Thus, an
47assessment can be made of the realism of the DEM simulation.
48The key issues include the suitability of the spherical particle model
49with rolling resistance to capture macroscale behavior, the ability
50to calibrate the model using laboratory experiments, the ability to
51initialize the particle placement within the problem domain with
52a porosity that represents the relative density of the prototype
53material, the effect of residual stresses imposed by the initialization
54technique, and the ability to extract engineering quantities such as
55stress, strain, and porosity change.
56This paper includes a short description of DEM. It is a relatively
57well-known numerical method, although the method to impose
58rotational resistance varies among practitioners. The cone problem
59is introduced along with some typical laboratory results used to
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60 evaluate results of DEM simulations. The calibration of DEM is
61 then considered in some detail. Finally, the results of the analysis
62 are presented, followed by a discussion of practical issues that
63 remain to be resolved.

64 DEM as Engineering Tool

65 DEM has been used in engineering studies, but to a much lesser
66 extent than for scientific investigations. The principal limiting fac-
67 tor is particle size because it is not feasible to model engineering-
68 scale problems with the same number of particles as are found in
69 the prototype. The steady increase in high-performance computing
70 (HPC) now enables DEM computations with very large particle
71 counts to produce simulations of remarkable levels of realism that
72 have not been available previously (Furuichi et al. 2018). That real-
73 ism is obtained even though a one-to-one correspondence between
74 a computational particle and a real particle is well beyond reach
75 even with these computational innovations.
76 Ting et al. (1989) resolved the particle size issue philosophically
77 by noting that DEM is similar to the geotechnical centrifuge in that
78 the number of particles in the model does not approach that of the
79 prototype. The gravity scaling of centrifuge models that allows pre-
80 dictions at prototype scales also increases the scaled particles sizes.
81 The argument for the centrifuge is that, provided the model material
82 has the same constitutive response as the prototype material, the
83 model results give realistic estimates of prototype performance.
84 In the case of the centrifuge, the prototype material is used for the
85 experiment, thus guaranteeing a connection between model and
86 prototype.
87 However, there are severe limitations to DEM that challenge the
88 centrifuge analogy. In the case of DEM, it is usually not possible to
89 even match the relative grain sizes (Feng et al. 2009). In real soils,
90 grain size can vary by many orders of magnitude, requiring very
91 large numbers of particles for even small soil volumes (Berger and
92 Hrenya 2014). In large-scale studies such as Carrillo et al. (1996), a
93 relatively narrow particle distribution was used; usually a uniformly
94 distributed particle mix, with the smallest particle being one-half
95 the size of the largest particles, was found to be both computation-
96 ally efficient and obviated the tendency of monosized distribution
97 to crystalize into regular arrays. Unfortunately, while these studies
98 demonstrated the potential for using large-scale DEM in engineer-
99 ing studies, quantitative agreement with physical models was never

100 attempted.
101 Another issue with DEM is particle shape. For small scientifi-
102 cally oriented studies, there are many approaches to model particle
103 shape realistically. Particles can be described by analytical shapes
104 (e.g., Peters et al. 2009; Cleary and Frank 2006; Kuhn 2003), sphere
105 clusters (e.g., Markauskas et al. 2010; Ferellec and McDowell
106 2010; Lu and McDowell 2007), and polyhedra (e.g., Hopkins 2014;
107 Nezami et al. 2004). The more complex shapes require more
108 storage, additional computation for particle rotation, more difficult
109 contact detection, and penetration. The amount of additional com-
110 putational time is somewhat difficult to generalize because the effi-
111 ciency of the code design must be factored in as well as the fact that
112 nonspherical particles often pack better, thus creating more contacts
113 to be resolved (Kuhn 2003). Kuhn (2003) also found that individual
114 contact computations required six times as long to resolve than for
115 spheres, although the overall computation required only twice as
116 long for the nonsphere versus sphere. Cleary et al. (1997) stated
117 that the time for resolving contacts for smooth shape modeled as
118 a hyperellipse was affected by the aspect ratio of the particle. Non-
119 smooth polyhedra are more problematic (Nezami et al. 2004),
120 although Hopkins (2014) developed an algorithm that performed

12140% as fast as spheres. The additional data required to describe
122nonsphere geometry can be reduced by selecting shapes from an
123ensemble that is representative of the granular media (Peters et al.
1242009).
125Accurate modeling of size and shape can be important for
126engineering studies in cases where the number of particles is rel-
127atively small. For example, in modeling railroad ballast, the particle
128size is sufficiently large that simulations with a few thousand
129particles can yield practical results. In such studies, modeling
130the particles with accuracy is both feasible and critical to accurate
131prototype behavior (e.g., Ferellec and McDowell 2010; Lu and
132McDowell 2007).
133The problems considered in this paper involve particles that
134are sand sized or smaller, for which the greater time required for
135contact detection and penetration computation with nonspherical
136particles can become onerous when problems involve millions
137of particles. Using spherical particles offers computational simplic-
138ity and efficiency that is essential for simulations with very large
139particle counts, yet the particle shape is an important factor in
140replicating the effects of particle rotation. In particular, spherical
141particles are prone to rolling, giving unrealistic stress-strain results.
142Tordesillas et al. (2012) noted that a spherical particle can rotate in
143place without changing the positions of surrounding particles,
144whereas rotation of a nonspherical particle requires expansion of
145the assemblage. This geometric feature implies that nonsphericity
146has a role in volume change behavior. It is not clear that this simple
147example applies when rolling resistance is added to the contact
148behavior because rolling resistance also affects force chain insta-
149bility, which also contributes to volume change (Tordesillas et al.
1502009). Tordesillas et al. (2009) also documented the importance of
151force chain instability to affect shear band formation. In assemb-
152lages of spheres, volume change and shear banding are both linked
153to rolling resistance and are key indicators of model accuracy.
154A detailed three-dimensional analysis of pile jacking by Zhang
155and Wang (2015) likewise used spherical particles with rolling
156resistance.
157Given these limitations in capturing the particle-scale attributes
158with fidelity, the use of DEM for engineering studies comes down
159to one fundamental issue: can the parameters used to model
160particle-scale behavior be chosen to obtain realistic engineering-
161scale behavior? Implicit in this question is that there is not a unique
162relationship between the microscale model and the macroscale re-
163sponse. Thus, although the macroscale behavior can be captured by
164accurately modeling microscale properties, it can also be modeled
165to differing degrees of accuracy by a large number of microscale
166representations that are significantly simplified. It follows that it
167might be possible to create a microscale response using spherical
168particles, stabilized with rotation resistance, that reproduces a
169macroscale response that is sufficiently accurate for prototype-scale
170engineering analyses. Given such an effective response media, the
171particle size becomes a parameter used to control mesoscale effects
172such as force chain length or shear band thickness, both of which
173are measured in terms of number of particles (e.g., Mühlhaus and
174Vardoulakis 1987; Peters et al. 2005). The Ting et al. (1989) propo-
175sition becomes valid provided there is sufficient resolution, as
176measured by the particle size relative to the problem domain size.

177Discrete-Element Method

178DEM (Cundall and Strack 1979) is a numerical model for simulat-
179ing the behavior of granular particle assembly by tracking the mo-
180tion of each individual particle. Particles interact through forces
181computed from empirical contact laws. The motion of each particle
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182 is dictated by a sum of body forces and contact-induced forces
183 and moments. Contact forces and moments follow contact laws
184 that represent physical interactions between realistic particles. The
185 DEM code used was developed at the US Army Engineer Re-
186 search and Development Center (ERDC) for the prototype-scale
187 analyses described in this paper. It is a straightforward application
188 of high-performance computing with message-passing interface
189 (HPC-MPI) techniques that can easily deal with particle-scale res-
190 olutions requiring more than 10 million particles. Thus far, the code
191 has been used for simulations of up to 93 million particles using
192 3,384 processors.
193 DEM is a procedure for simulating interacting bodies through
194 integration of the equations of motion for each body. The forces
195 caused by interactions are computed using binary contact laws
196 based on the relative movement between the bodies at the point
197 of their contact. The bodies themselves are assumed to be rigid,
198 with the contact deformation idealized as a small interpenetration
199 at the contacts. To simplify contact detection for large-scale prob-
200 lems, particles are assumed to be spherical, but not necessarily of
201 equal size. Interactions between particles are described by contact
202 laws that define forces and moments created by relative motions of
203 the particles. The motion of each particle that results from the net
204 forces and moments are obtained by integrating Newton’s second
205 law. Thus, the particles are not treated as a medium. Rather, the
206 continuum behavior emerges from the interactions of the particles
207 comprising the assemblage (Cundall and Strack 1979; Cundall
208 2001).
209 The evolutions of particle velocity vi and rotational rate ωi are
210 given by

m
∂vi
∂t ¼ mgngi þ

XNc

c¼1

fci ð1Þ

211 and

Im
∂ωk

∂t ¼
XNc

c¼1

eijkfci r
c
j þ

XNc

c¼1

mc
k ð2Þ

212 where m and Im = particle mass and moment of inertia, respec-
213 tively; gngi is the acceleration of gravity vector; fci and mc

k = forces
214 and moments applied at the contacts; rcj is the vector from the par-
215 ticle center to the contact location; and Nc = number of contacts for
216 the particle. A repeated subscript implies summation in the usual
217 fashion except where otherwise stated.

218 Contact Laws

219 Particle forces are accumulated from pairwise interactions between
220 particles referred to as a contact. The nomenclature for particles in
221 contact is shown in Fig. 1. Capital letters A and B are used to denote
222 members of a contacting particle pair. When a quantity is denoted

223as a vector or tensor component using index notation, the member
224in denoted by a superscript; otherwise it is denoted by a subscript.
225By this nomenclature, two particles with radii RA and RB make
226contact when the distance, d, separating the particles satisfies

d < RA þ RB ð3Þ
227A similar rule applies for contact between particles and the
228triangular facets used to model the surface of rigid objects such
229as the cone (Horner et al. 1998).
230Interactions between particles are described by contact laws
231that define forces and moments created by relative motions of the
232particles. The motion of each individual particle is described by
233the velocity of the particle center and the rotation about the center.
234The branch vector between particle centers xAi − xBi is also the dif-
235ference between the respective radii vectors that link the particle
236centers to the contact rAi − rBi . With this nomenclature, the relative
237motion at contact c between particles A and B is given by

Δ̇c
i ¼ u̇Ai − u̇Bi þ eijkðrAj ωA

k − rBj ω
B
k Þ ð4Þ

238where u̇Ai and u̇Bi = velocities of particles in contact; and eijk =
239permutation symbol. The contact moments are generated by the
240difference in rotations, Δθci , between the particles

Δθci ¼ ΔtðωA
i − ωB

i Þ ð5Þ

241The contact forces for cohesionless materials are given by
242the contact laws in terms of their normal and shear components,
243fn and fsi

fn ¼
�
KnΔn

ErKnðΔo −ΔnÞ; Δn < Δo
ð6Þ

fsi ¼
�
KsΔs

i

fn tanϕnsi ; jfsi j ≥ fn tanϕ
ð7Þ

244and the contact moment

mc
i ¼

�
KmΔθci
fn tanϕmnmi ; jmc

i j ≥ fn tanϕm

ð8Þ

245where Kn, Ks, and Km = normal, shear, and rolling stiffness con-
246stants; Er = factor to create an energy-dissipating hysteresis loop
247through stiffening the unload response; Δn and Δs

i = normal and
248shear components of the contact displacement; nsi and nmi are unit
249vectors in the direction of the shear force and moment; Δo = great-
250est value of penetration in the history ofΔn; and ϕ and ϕm = friction
251parameters. Eq. (6) was introduced for damping particle interac-
252tions in the normal mode by Walton and Braun (1986). Damping
253is also implicit in the friction laws in the sliding and rotational
254modes. Viscous damping is also included within the unload-reload
255segments of the hysteretic damping of Eq. (6). The unload-reload
256segment is elastic, which can give rise to undamped vibrations. To
257reduce these vibrations, a viscous damping parameter is computed
258as 0.1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mErKnp

. This viscous damping is restricted to contacts in
259the unload-reload portions of the contact laws.
260The time step Δt ¼ 2.06 × 10−7 s is the time step for integra-
261tion of Newton’s law, a value roughly one-tenth the critical value
262as computed from the smallest mass and stiffest contact spring. The
263mass used in Eq. (1) is the same as the actual soil particles. Our
264experience is that although increasing the inertia increases the criti-
265cal computational time step, it also reduces the wave speed, which
266in turn can cause problems with the response to imposed loads.
267In effect, the rate of loading also has to be slowed, leading to aF1:1 Fig. 1. Numbering system for two particles in contact.
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268 total computational time not much different than required using the
269 real mass.

270 Calibration

271 Despite the simplicity of the contact laws, the general shape of the
272 stress-strain curve and the shear volume change behavior observed
273 in soil are captured well qualitatively as an emergent macroscale
274 feature (Goodman et al. 2017). Calibration of the contact properties
275 is needed to obtain reasonable quantitative agreement with macro-
276 scale behavior. The particle size is selected to be small enough that
277 mesoscale features such as force chains do not affect results, yet
278 large enough to keep the particle count within a practical range.
279 The competing criteria are similar to those considered in finite-
280 element analyses.
281 In principle, parameters controlling normal and shear response
282 at the contact can be determined from independent experiments
283 on particle pairs (e.g., Cole and Peters 2007). Although such an
284 approach is valid for DEM applied to micromechanical studies
285 in which the particle shapes and size distribution are realistically
286 modeled, for prototype studies the particle interaction parameters
287 are instead estimated to give the best macroscale response. In par-
288 ticular, a microscale measurement is not possible for determining
289 the properties of the exaggerated rotational contact stiffness re-
290 quired to stabilize spherical particles. Rotational resistance requires
291 a calibration motivated solely by the macroscale response [i.e., bulk
292 calibration of Coetzee (2017)].
293 Parameters controlling contact behavior were determined from
294 a parametric study using simulations of a standard laboratory plane
295 strain test such as described by Alshibli and Sture (2000) (Tables 1
296 and 2). Reasonable values for the normal and shear stiffness were
297 relatively straightforward whereby they were related to the initial
298 stiffness of the plane strain specimens. As the stress-strain curve
299 became increasingly nonlinear, the sliding resistance and rolling
300 resistance became more critical. A series of simulations were per-
301 formed in which tanϕ and tanϕm were varied until stress-strain
302 behavior similar to that of experimental plane strain tests was
303 achieved. The realism of the fit was based on a qualitative compari-
304 son to the experiment of simulated stress-strain curve shape and the
305 peak strength.
306 Unfortunately, the combination of rolling and sliding friction that
307 give a specified peak strength is not unique because many pairs of
308 these parameters can render the same peak strength. To get a unique
309 calibration, the parameter pair should be coupled with a pair of mac-
310 roscale quantities to complete the comparison. Rather than focus on
311 a particular parameter, the choice of rotational resistance was based
312 on what gave the best representation of the shear band formed at
313 failure. The rolling resistance has significant influence on particle
314 rotations associated with shear band formation and volume change
315 within the band. When the rolling resistance is zero shear, band for-
316 mation is not resisted, with the result that the shear band intersects
317 the corner of the walls of the apparatus. Thus, it appears that the
318 specimen geometry controls the shear band orientation when rolling
319 resistance is zero. In the case of tanϕm > 0.1, the particle rotations
320 that accompany shear localization were inhibited and no shear band
321 formed. Realistic shear bands (e.g., Fig. 2) formed in the parameter
322 range of 0.1 > tanϕm > 0.01. Within this range, rotations of the
323 individual particles varied as axial strain increases throughout the
324 course of the simulation. The rotations were initially scattered
325 throughout the specimen, but eventually localized along with large
326 dilatational strain within the shear band. Once formed, the localized
327 rotations carried on throughout the remainder of the simulation.
328 Table 1 shows the relavent details for calibration of DEM
329 in comparison with the plane strain experiments of Alshibli and

330Sture (2000). For the aspect ratio, half the width perpendicular
331to the plane strain face was modeled for computational efficiency.
332Also, the peak principal stress ratios for DEM were found only
333by changing rolling resistance and sliding friction at the particle
334contacts, while the range given from the physical experiments was
335found by varying confining pressure. Further research on the
336coupled effects of confining pressure and particle contact frictions
337is needed. The parameters chosen for this analysis are assumed ap-
338propriate for the shallow penetration depths of a few centimeters.

Table 1. Comparison of the data from the plane strain experiment (Alshibli
and Sture 2000) with the current DEM calibration

T1:1Property
Alshibli and
Sture (2000) DEM

T1:2Sample aspect ratio (height∶length∶width) ∼2∶1∶1 2∶1∶0.5
T1:3Peak principal stress ratio (σ1=σ3) 5.0–7.5 4.2–7.5
T1:4Shear band inclinationa 53°–57° 57°–60°
T1:5Confining pressure (kPa) 100 70
T1:6Porosity 0.33–0.45b 0.37

aObserved at approximately 10% strain.
bObtained from minimum and maximum void ratio (Table 2).

Table 2. Properties of the sands used for the plane strain [reported by
Alshibli and Sture (2000)] and mobility cone [reported by Melzer
(1971)] tests

T2:1Property
Melzer (1971)

Bayou pierre sand
Alshibli and Sture (2000)

F-75 Ottawa sand

T2:2emin 0.410 0.482
T2:3emax 0.658 0.805
T2:4d50 (mm) 0.46 0.22
T2:5Gs 2.65 2.65
T2:6Dr (%) 97 97
T2:7Cc 1.03 1.00
T2:8Cu 2.5 2.0

F2:1Fig. 2. Comparison of shear band patterns for (a) Alshibli and Sture’s
F2:2(2000) experiments; versus (b) DEM simulations. [Reprinted (a) from
F2:3Alshibli and Sture (2000), © ASCE.]
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339 The problems associated with modeling the grain size and grain
340 shape also affect the ability to model particle porosity. The porosity
341 is a major factor affecting engineering behavior. However, what is
342 dense versus loose depends on particle size distribution and shape
343 (Salot et al. 2009). If these particle attributes are not the same in
344 model and prototype, the relationship between porosity and engi-
345 neering behavior will likewise differ in the model and prototype.
346 Thus, part of the calibration must include a determination of what
347 porosities constitute loose versus dense states for the computational
348 particles and how that porosity relates to that of the prototype soil.
349 Although porosity is a macroscale measure of soil state, Knuth et al.
350 (2012) noted that strength depends on the number of contacts, not

351merely porosity. This dependence on the number of shared contacts
352suggests a microscale state parameter could be developed based on
353coordination number rather than porosity, a possibility not consid-
354ered here.

355Example Analysis

356Simulations of the so-called mobility cone (Melzer 1971) will be
357used to illustrate the key principles in prototype-scale analyses. The
358mobility cone is a handheld device shown in Fig. 3, with dimen-
359sions in Table 3, that is intended to evaluate terrain details based on

F3:1 Fig. 3. (a) Mobility cone with insert, with details in US customary units; (b) triangular facet representation of a probe; and (c) cylindrical calibration
F3:2 chamber.

© ASCE 5 J. Geotech. Geoenviron. Eng.
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360 the cone index (CI). It is the basis of a rapid mobility assessment
361 procedure (Priddy et al. 2012). The key measurable quantity for the
362 mobility cone is the cone index, which is the force measured at the
363 surface divided by the cone area. Given that the cone tip is larger
364 than the shaft (Fig. 3) and considering the shallow depths for which
365 the mobility cone is used, the cone resistance is primarily the total
366 force on the cone tip. The purpose of the analysis is to relate the tip
367 resistance to engineering properties such as stiffness and strength
368 parameters as well as the soil density state. The process involves
369 first computing the stress state imposed by the advancing cone. The
370 tractions acting on the cone face are then integrated to obtain the
371 total vertical force. For the mobility cone, empirical relationships
372 are used to predict vehicle traction from cone resistance based on
373 extensive field tests.
374 From a historic perspective, the mobility cone penetrometer was
375 adopted by the US Army in the mid-1940s from the North Dakota
376 Department of Transportation, where it was used to evaluate unim-
377 proved roads. The mobility cone penetrometer was a simple and
378 effective method for measuring the bearing capacity of the soil
379 and is the primary method used by the US Army for evaluating
380 off-road mobility (Stevens et al. 2013). During the early years, a
381 comprehensive study by Melzer (1971) evaluated a variety of sand
382 types relating mobility cone penetration measurements in the
383 laboratory under controlled conditions with respect to density,
384 gradation, and mean grain size diameter. The study suggested for
385 a tire operating on a medium to loose sand, the depth of interest was
386 from the surface to 15 cm. The Melzer data were documented in
387 enough detail to support the validation of the DEM efforts in this
388 study without additional laboratory testing. Table 2 compares the
389 sand used for calibration (Alshibli and Sture 2000) with the sand
390 tested by Melzer (1971). The principal basis of comparison be-
391 tween the sands used by Alshibli and Sture (2000) and Melzer
392 (1971) was the relative density.

393 Comparison of Numerical Methods

394 Traditional analysis of the cone penetration mechanics includes
395 cavity expansion theory and limit analyses (e.g., Yu and Houlsby
396 1991; Salgado et al. 1997; Ahmadi et al. 2005; Mayne 2006; Gui
397 and Jeng 2009).
398 The finite-element method provides a better characterization
399 of the cavity expansion process whereby the penetration is treated
400 as a prescribed displacement in the shape of the advancing cone.
401 When applied to the cone cavity expansion, the cone’s insertion
402 is envisioned as cylindrical cavity with a virtually zero initial radius
403 that is expanded to the ultimate cone radius. Effectively, the probe
404 insertion is modeled by prescribing displacements along a pre-
405 existing line of elements that marks the center of the cone advance
406 (Kiousis et al. 1988; Abu-Farsakh et al. 1998; van den Berg et al.
407 1996; Huang et al. 2004; Markauskas et al. 2002; Jarast and
408 Ghayoomi 2018). Abu-Farsakh et al. (1998) especially illustrates
409 the power of the finite-element-based cavity expansion because the
410 pore pressure imposed by penetration can be included in the analy-
411 sis. Importantly, these analyses depend on the preexistence of a

412cavity that can be expanded. Analyses using sophisticated constit-
413utive models and advanced large-deformation modeling were pre-
414sented by Jin et al. (2018) and Fan et al. (2018).
415DEM requires no assumption on the continuous nature of the
416motion, nor are there problems created by singularities caused
417by the geometry of the cone tip. The method has been applied
418to the cone problem using small particle counts on the order of
419100,000 particles or less. Two-dimensional studies of granular
420media using DEM were performed by Jiang et al. (2008). In
421three-dimensional studies (Butlanska et al. 2013; Falagush et al.
4222015), the particle count was kept relatively small through adept
423use of modeling techniques that took advantage of the problem’s
424axisymmetry and using multiresolution. A three-dimensional study
425of a cone penetrometer was performed by Kotrocz et al. (2016)
426based on using DEM calibrated to a direct shear box. A high degree
427of noise appears to be characteristic of these analyses, possibly
428because of the small number of particles used in each case [see
429also Arroyo et al. (2011) for a description of noise in the cone
430force record caused by large particle sizes]. Holmen et al. (2017)
431presented results for penetration of hemispherical-, blunt- and
432ogival-shaped impactors from simulations using 0.5 × 106 to
4333.2 × 106 particles. Although the larger models required signifi-
434cantly greater computation time, the smaller models apparently
435imposed greater penetration resistance.

436Problem Description

437The material properties and dimensions for the cone simulation are
438listed in Tables 4 and 5. Fig. 4(a) shows a cutaway view of the
439model after partial cone penetration. The particles are placed within
440a cylindrical mold to a specified density. In the simulations, the
441particle density was obtained by either sedimenting under gravity
442or applying an additional compaction loading applied to a metal
443plate. The metal plate was also used to apply a surcharge loading
444to simulate conditions at greater depths. The physical tests by
445Melzer (1971), used herein for comparison, did not include the sur-
446charge loading case. The size of the test cylinder matched that used
447in the physical tests by Melzer (1971).
448The cone with radius Rc was assumed to be advanced into a
449laboratory testing cell with radius R ¼ 19 cm. The total soil height
450was Z. Initially, the cone sat above the cell without contact with the
451soil. At the testing cell outer boundary, the horizontal displacement
452was zero (urjr¼R ¼ 0). The vertical movement was impeded only

Table 3. Dimensions of the probe and mold in the cone penetrometer test

T3:1 Property Symbol Units Value

T3:2 Cone radius Rc cm 1.02
T3:3 Cone height hc cm 3.79
T3:4 Cone angle α degrees 30.00
T3:5 Shaft radius Rs cm 0.80
T3:6 Mold radius r cm 19.0

Table 4. Material properties used in the DEM simulation of the mobility
cone penetrometer test

T4:1Property Symbol Units Value

T4:2Specific gravity Gs — 2.65
T4:3Particle–particle
T4:4Normal stiffness Kn kN=m 245
T4:5Hysteretic unload-reload ratio Er — 1.1
T4:6Shear stiffness Ks kN=m 87.6
T4:7Contact friction (sliding) tanϕ — 0.50
T4:8Rolling stiffness Km Nm=rad 56.5
T4:9Contact friction (rolling) tanϕm m 0.01

T4:10Particle–wall
T4:11Normal stiffness Kn kN=m 210
T4:12Hysteretic unload-reload ratio Er — 1.1
T4:13Shear stiffness Ks kN=m 0.00
T4:14Contact friction (sliding) tanϕ — 0.20
T4:15Rolling stiffness Km Nm=rad 56.5
T4:16Contact friction (rolling) tanϕm m 0.00

© ASCE 6 J. Geotech. Geoenviron. Eng.
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453 by the soil–container friction. At the bottom boundary the vertical
454 displacement was zero (uzjz¼0 ¼ 0) and the horizontal movement
455 was impeded by the soil–container friction.

456 Sample Initialization

457 The principal difficulty with sample initialization is placing the
458 large number of particles within the problem boundary in static
459 equilibrium, such that a target density is obtained. The initial poros-
460 ity and stress should be checked by high-resolution postprocessing
461 methods to assess homogeneity in porosity and residual stresses
462 created by compaction methods used.
463 The initialization steps include initial placement, settling under
464 gravity, and external forces to reach equilibrium, subsequent to
465 compaction to obtain the desired density. For simple domain
466 shapes, simulated compaction can be applied to decrease the initial
467 porosity, although this also introduces residual compaction stresses,
468 possibly requiring an additional relaxation step in which domain
469 boundaries are expanded by some small amount.
470 The settling step can be time-consuming unless the initial
471 placement is close to the desired final placement. The initial particle
472 configuration for the DEM simulation described here was obtained
473 from a presettlement iterative procedure that is independent of
474 DEM. In this preprocessing procedure, the interior of the test mold
475 was filled with a tetrahedral mesh using the meshing package
476 TetGen. The tetrahedral mesh facilitated an iterative procedure
477 that tightly packs the particles. Spherical particles were placed
478 at element centers and nodes of the tetrahedral mesh with diameters
479 somewhat smaller that the target diameters. The iterative algorithm
480 adjusted particle locations and increased sizes while keeping par-
481 ticle contacts in a near-touching state such that no interparticle
482 forces were induced. The tetrahedral mesh was not a part of the
483 subsequent DEM computations.
484 After this initial placement, one of two sample configurations
485 were prepared using the DEM algorithm: settled and compacted.
486 The settled sample was placed under gravity loading only. The
487 compacted sample was first settled and then compacted by a sur-
488 charge loading at the surface applied by a plate moving at constant
489 velocity. Compaction was followed by unloading and removing the
490 surcharge plate to produce a gravity-loading condition. Higher den-
491 sities were achieved by imposing overburden pressure. The most
492 effective method to achieve higher densities was to set the con-
493 tact frictions to zero during the settling phase. Other than that, the

494contact parameters were not adjusted to achieve the higher density.
495Thus, the interparticle friction was specified as zero during the
496compaction phase to facilitate densification. The computations were
497continued until the desired compaction was achieved, at which point
498some small particle motion remained. The contacts were then as-
499signed friction values and additional computational steps were taken
500until the sample reached equilibrium. These friction parameters
501were then used for all subsequent simulation steps.
502To investigate the effect of confining stress on cone perfor-
503mance, a second set of simulations was performed with a surcharge
504load applied equivalent to 6.1 m of overburden, corresponding to
505an external pressure of 115 kPa. The surcharge was created by ap-
506plying a vertical load through a plate placed on top of the specimen.
507The mobility cone does not penetrate to such depths; these simu-
508lations were intended to test effects of higher stress in principle.

509Parallel Partitioning and Performance

510The present DEM implementation was parallelized by particle
511partitioning, which is a parallelization scheme that distributes the
512particles among processors [Fig. 5(a)]. Each processor only updates
513the states of its own particles and each particle stays with the same
514processor throughout the whole computation. Information about
515neighboring particles is communicated between processors using
516MPI library calls. Alternatively, the space can be divided into sub-
517domains for individual processors, leading to space partitioning
518[Fig. 5(b)]. In this parallelization scheme, a particle will be moved
519to another processor when it enters the spatial subdomain belong-
520ing to another processor. In Fig. 6, parallel speedup of the present
521code, which uses particle partitioning, is evaluated and compared
522with the space partitioning as implemented in the LIGGGHTS
523DEM package. Parallel performance was measured on a Topaz
524supercomputer (SGI ICE X system at US Army Engineer Research
525and Development Center, Vicksburg, Mississippi) using the nodes
526with two 18-core Intel (Santa Clara, California) Xeon E5-2699v3
527processors and 116 GB of RAM. The benchmark examined settling
528of 9.5 million particles under gravity over 50,000 time steps. The
529faster of two benchmark executions using a single core of Topaz
530took 59 h 2 min. As seen in Fig. 6, DEM with particle partitioning
531performs better with a low number of MPI processes, whereas
532space partitioning is advantageous for a large number of MPI proc-
533esses, where the particle partitioning curve exhibits a noticeable
534decrease in slope.

Table 5. Parameters of particle samples in the DEM simulation of CPT and in the experiment used for calibration

T5:1 Property Symbol Units

Values

T5:2 Experiment DEM 1× DEM 2× DEM 4×

T5:3 Particles
T5:4 Number N — — 9,504,976 4,828,755 2,385,295
T5:5 Minimum diameter dmin mm ∼0.05 0.74 0.89 1.24
T5:6 Mean diameter dmean mm 0.50 1.62 2.03 2.56
T5:7 Maximum diameter dmax mm ∼8.00 2.16 2.74 3.42
T5:8 Settled sample
T5:9 Initial specimen height z cm 30.0 31.3 — —

T5:10 Initial mean porosity n — 0.30 0.40 — —
T5:11 Compacted sample
T5:12 Initial specimen height z cm 30.0 29.8 30.2 30.0
T5:13 Initial mean porosity n — 0.29 0.37 0.38 0.37
T5:14 Compacted sample with surcharge
T5:15 Initial specimen height z cm — 29.7 — —
T5:16 Initial mean porosity n — — 0.37 — —
T5:17 Confining pressure p kPa — 115a — —

aConfining pressure was only applied in CPT simulation with overburden surcharge. Remaining CPT simulations did not impose confining pressure.
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535 Layout of Results

536 Results from the simulation can be shown in various formats
537 as illustrated in Fig. 4. The quantity of interest—porosity in this
538 illustration—is depicted by coloring the particles. A section view

539is shown in Fig. 4(b). Although the analysis was fully three-
540dimensional, the behavior closely approximated axial symmetry,
541making the section view a relatively complete graphical description
542of the behavior. The section view in Fig. 4(c) is also effective for
543illustrating axisymmetric averages computed from particle values
544within circumferential cells. Interpretation is aided by adding a
545material grid. The grid is created by marking particles originally
546within the vicinity of initial axisymmetric grid lines. Inasmuch
547as the grid particles follow the motion of the individual grains, they
548approximate a material grid. The same averaging technique and
549grid can be used to create a vertical view as shown in Fig. 4(d).

550Cone Action and Penetration Resistance

551The probe was inserted into the sample with a constant velocity of
5523.05 cm=s. As the depth of the cone increased, the resistance of the
553sample increased. Cone penetration resistance, also referred to as
554CI, was obtained by dividing the vertical force acting on the probe
555by the cross-section area of the cone

CI ¼ Fz

Ac
¼ Fz

πR2
c

ð9Þ

556Fig. 7 shows the resulting cone penetration resistance, compared
557with Melzer (1971). The general trend of the cone resistance is sim-
558ilar to the laboratory results. The high resolution of the simulated
559plot reveals some variation in cone index caused by heterogeneity
560of the simulated medium that is not seen in the lower resolution
561laboratory results. The friction coefficient between the soil and
562metal, denoted WF in the plot, clearly affects the cone resistance
563with WF ¼ 0.3, causing a cone resistance that is approximately
56433% higher than with WF ¼ 0.2. Unfortunately, the cone–soil
565friction was not measured in the laboratory experiment nor is it
566generally available in field measurements.
567The effect of the DEM particle size is demonstrated by meas-
568uring cone penetration resistance for two samples with larger par-
569ticles. The number of particles in these coarser configurations, as
570listed in Table 5, was approximately two and four times smaller
571than the number of particles in the finest sample. Contact param-
572eters for samples with larger particles were adjusted in accord
573with mean particle radius to maintain the same bulk stiffness.
574The recalibration of the particle stiffness is needed because the
575contact law introduces a size dependency in the contact force law
576(see also Holmen et al. 2017). The friction values were specified as
577zero during the settling phase. As expected, the response from con-
578figuration with four times fewer particles is less smooth than the
579responses from configurations with finer particles. Importantly,
580the response from configuration with two times fewer particles
581is close to the response from the finest configuration, showing that
582the process of refining particle size has converged.

583Particle Kinematics

584Fig. 8 shows a deformed grid view of the cone advancement. The
585grids shown in Fig. 8 are similar to experimental result shown
586in Fig. 2 of Ahmadi et al. (2005). In the context of continuum
587mechanics, the material grid has the important characteristic of
588defining affine motion of the media. Under such deformation, par-
589ticles that are neighbors remain neighbors, thus maintaining the
590topology on the contact network. The particles only approximate
591affine deformation with their movement containing some diffusive
592movement, although the approximation to continuum motion ap-
593pears good when viewed at the scale of the grid size.

F4:1 Fig. 4. (a) Cutaway view of experimental setup; and (b) section view.
F4:2 (c) The particle quantities can be shown by averaging quantities in the
F4:3 circumferential direction, where selected particles are colored black to
F4:4 create a material grid. (d) The vertical view gives a direct observation of
F4:5 the cavity expansion process within a particular plane.
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594 Horizontal Displacement

595 The history of horizontal displacement is shown in Fig. 9, which
596 depicts the passage of the cone through a selected horizon.
597 Although the cavity expansion theory is best based on a spherical
598 cavity (Yu 2006), what is depicted in this figure and elsewhere is
599 a cylindrically shaped opening. Four cases are shown, allowing
600 comparison when initialization is done by settling or compressing
601 and with and without surcharge. Each case shows a sequence of
602 four stages of cone advance, with the initial state shown in the
603 upper left quadrant for each case and the three subsequent scenes
604 shown arrayed in a clockwise order. For cases with surcharge, a
605 horizontal plate with mass of 1,330 kg exerting a pressure of
606 115 kPa was placed on the top surface. The combined effect of
607 stress and porosity can be seen clearly by comparing the cases.
608 The porosity increased in all four cases. The relative displacement
609 of grid lines (indicated by apparent displacement in grid lines be-
610 tween quadrants) indicates that the effect of cavity expansion was
611 greatest for the settled specimen without surcharge. The greatest

612porosity increase was observed for the settled case without sur-
613charge, presumably because the initial loose state allowed greater
614deformation. A similar deformation was seen for the case with
615surcharge. The compressed specimen had the least horizontal grid
616displacement and smallest porosity change.

617Displacement Velocity

618Fig. 10 shows average particle velocities. The velocities were aver-
619aged over 76 × 120 axially centered concentric rings. The arrows

F5:1 Fig. 5. Processor assignments. Colored regions represent particles assigned to the same processor for (a) particle partitioning; and (b) space
F5:2 partitioning.

F6:1 Fig. 6. DEM speedup plot with particle and space partitioning. Range
F6:2 of two measurements at each number of MPI processes is indicated by
F6:3 horizontal bars.

F7:1Fig. 7. Cone index versus depth for two levels of particle densifications
F7:2compared to typical laboratory results. WF indicates the friction coef-
F7:3ficient between the cone and soil.
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F8:1 Fig. 8. Material grid deformation as penetration proceeds.

F9:1 Fig. 9. Vertical views for four cases: settled and compacted samples, each with and without surcharge. Each case is broken into quadrants showing
F9:2 different cone position (as indicated by black coloring in the center). Particle coloring indicates local porosity. Sequence of time snapshots within
F9:3 cases progresses in a clockwise direction.
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620 representing the velocity vectors start in the updated particle loca-
621 tion. Along the cone sleeve, particles move in the direction
622 perpendicular to the cone surface away from the cone. Just about
623 the cone collar, where the shaft starts, the particles start moving
624 backward with a vortex motion toward the shaft, into the void cre-
625 ated by the reduced shaft diameter.
626 At shallow penetration, the particles along the shaft moved in
627 the downward direction along with the probe, with velocity much
628 lower than the probe velocity. The largest particle velocity was ob-
629 served near the cone tip in the compacted sample. The magnitude of
630 particle velocities in the cone tip region approached the velocity of
631 the probe.

632 Porosity

633 Local porosity np represents the void volume fraction within a
634 selected spherical neighborhood surrounding each particle. It was
635 evaluated as

np ¼ 1 − VS

VT
ð10Þ

636where VT = total volume of the sampling spherical neighborhood of
637the particle p; and VS = volume of the particles (solids volume)
638within the neighborhood. A sampling radius, RN , that is three times
639the radius of the largest particle was found to give a representative
640local porosity based on test cases of particle assemblages fabricated
641to have known porosity. Where portions of a neighboring particle
642extends beyond the sampling sphere boundary, its contribution to
643the solids volume is computed as the intersection volume of the
644particle and sphere given by

V∩ ¼ πðRN þ rp − dÞ2ðd2 þ 2dðRN þ rpÞ − 3ðRN − rpÞ2Þ
12d

ð11Þ

645where d = distance between the sphere and particle centers; and
646rp = radius of the particle p.
647Snapshots of averaged porosity during the cone penetration
648within the settled and compacted samples are shown in Fig. 11.
649Starting from the undisturbed sample with initial porosity of 0.37,
650the plot in Fig. 11 shows an increase in porosity as the probe ad-
651vances. Importantly, the porosity increases even in the high-stress
652region around the cone tip. Consider a cylindrical-shaped volume
653created by the grid cells introduced in Fig. 4. A close inspection of
654any of the grid cells shows that the particles closely follow material
655deformation paths. As noted previously, the solids volume thus re-
656mains constant as the grid cell deforms. The cylindrical-shaped grid
657cells are expanded as the probe passes (cavity expansion), causing
658their total circumference to increase. If the thickness of the ex-
659panded cylindrical cells stays relatively constant, as in the case con-
660sidered here, the result will be an increase in cell volume causing a
661porosity increase.
662As seen in Fig. 11, the application of overburden stress reduces
663the volume expansion significantly, suggesting greater compress-
664ibility of the particle domain under higher initial stress. This effect
665is fully consistent with observed soil behavior, although it should
666be recognized that there is nothing in the contact laws that makes
667the particle interactions more compliant at higher stress levels. To
668understand the effect of higher confining stress on volume change,
669a broader analysis is needed that is beyond the scope of the
670present paper.

F10:1 Fig. 10. Velocities of particles. Color represents magnitude in centi-
F10:2 meters per second.

F11:1 Fig. 11. Averaged particle porosity for a compacted specimen with (a) no overburden surcharge; and (b) overburden surcharge.
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671 Average Particle Stress

672 Various macroscale quantities of interest to engineering interpreta-
673 tion can be computed from averaging particle and contact quantities.
674 The microscale counterpart of stress is the contact force. The macro-
675 scale stress is an average of the contact forces as will be discussed
676 subsequently. However, before considering the macroscale quantity,
677 the microscale contact force will illustrate the changing stress
678 anisotropy as inferred from the major contact force directions.
679 The contact forces shown as force chains in Fig. 12 reveal a discrete

680force chain characteristic of granular media. Only the forces near the
681specimen midsection with magnitudes larger than a chosen thresh-
682old are displayed. The threshold value is 0.044N at t ¼ 2.4 s and
6830.44N at t ¼ 7.4 s. The magnitude of contact force is indicated by
684the thickness of the line connecting particles in contact. The stress
685bulb imposed by the cone tip is clearly expressed by the intensity of
686the chains. Also apparent is the changing directionality as the forces
687propagate from the cone tip. This pattern is relatively constant as the
688cone advances, especially in the settled case. In the compacted case
689for shallow depths, the residual horizontal stress somewhat masks
690the trend, although as the cone advances deeper the forces associ-
691ated with the cone overwhelm those associated with the residual
692compaction stress.
693The particle stress is a quantity computed for each particle based
694on the contact forces

σp
ij ¼

1

VP

XNc

q¼1

rpqi fpqj ð12Þ

695where Vp = volume of the particle p; rpqi ¼ ith component of
696the vector r that connects the particle center to the contact, which
697for spherical particles lies in the direction of the vector connecting
698centers of particles p and q; fpqj ¼ jth component of a contact
699force between the two particles; and the sum is performed over
700the number of contacts Nc of the particle p.
701Components of average horizontal stress in cylindrical coordi-
702nates are shown in Fig. 13. The stress averaging for the complete
703tensor

σa
ij ¼

1

Va

XNa

q¼1

Vpσ
p
ij ð13Þ

F12:1 Fig. 12. Pairwise contact forces between particles.

F13:1 Fig. 13. Evolution of the horizontal stress component in the (a) settled; and (b) compacted samples.
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704 is performed over axially centered annulus regions, with Va being
705 the volume of the ath annulus. The annulus grid dimensions are
706 152 along the radius and 240 along the height of the cylinder. Grid
707 resolution for averaging of principal stress (Fig. 14) is 19 × 30 grid
708 intervals.
709 An important aspect of the comparison of settled versus com-
710 pacted samples seen from Fig. 13 is the relatively higher horizontal
711 stress in the compacted specimen. It is clear from the general cone
712 index trend shown in Fig. 7 that the cone resistance increases with
713 confining stress. Therefore, it is reasonable that some of the higher
714 cone resistance observed for the dense specimen might be caused
715 by the residual stress created by the compaction process. Both the
716 settled and compacted specimens displayed similar distributions of
717 vertical stress, with only a small deviation from a geostatic distri-
718 bution occurring near the edges of the container. Thus it appears
719 reasonable that the higher horizontal stress in the compacted speci-
720 men is caused by the compaction process.

721 Particle Rotation, Shear Localization,
722 and Failure State

723 Shear localization can be inferred from displacement profiles,
724 volume changes, and particle rotations. As a point of reference,
725 simulated plane strain tests all displayed concentrations of these
726 three attributes along localization planes at failure. The material
727 grid in the plane strain tests clearly contained dislocations at the
728 site of localization in those tests. The localized band was apparent
729 as increases in both porosity and increased particle rotation. None
730 of the cone simulation results indicated similar evidence of local-
731 ized deformation zones.
732 The averaged particle rotation is shown in Fig. 15. Large
733 rotations of particles immediately surrounded the probe, with a
734 concentration at the cone tip. Although some general rotations are
735 suggested by the material grid rotation, the high individual particle
736 rotations within the grid cells indicate intense plastic response.
737 Recall that the rotation of individual particles is not part of the
738 general continuum deformation in which rotation is a result of
739 deformation gradients. Rather, the particle rotations are indicative
740 of relative particle rotations that cause contact slip.

741The observation of particle rotation in Fig. 15 is supported by
742the distribution of the principal stress ratio, σ1=σ3, shown in Fig. 16.
743The high stress ratios near the cone show the soil to be in a state of
744failure. The strong rotation of principal stress shown in Fig. 14 also
745supports this interpretation. The zone of high stress ratio extends
746well in front of the advancing cone.

747Discussion

748The results of the DEM simulated CPT indicated good agreement
749with experimental cone penetration data (Fig. 7). It is clearly pos-
750sible to adjust parameters to obtain a wide range of responses pro-
751vided the porosity is included in the calibration process. The soil

F14:1 Fig. 14. Stress ellipsoids in the r-z plane indicating both principal
F14:2 stress ratio and principal axes rotation.

F15:1Fig. 15. Averaged particle rotation for a compacted specimen with no
F15:2overburden.

F16:1Fig. 16. Principal stress ratio, σ1=σ3, in the r-z plane.
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752 porosity is a state established by the particle placement procedure
753 rather than a particle-scale property that can be simply assigned.
754 Moreover, the particle size distribution was chosen for computa-
755 tional convenience to meet resolution requirements and is more
756 like the element size in a finite-element analysis rather than a mi-
757 cromechanical attribute. As a result, neither the particle size nor
758 the porosity can be directly related to micromechanical character-
759 istics, but were chosen here to approximate phenomenological soil
760 behavior.
761 The initialization method used in this work generally is a signifi-
762 cant improvement over methods based on sedimentation; complex
763 boundary geometries are easy to accommodate and very limited dis-
764 placement is needed to reach the initial state. The methods to reach
765 the initial state, however, are still ad hoc and include some combi-
766 nation of free settlement and compacting by surcharging. For the
767 cone penetration problem, compaction is a simple approach that
768 might not be so attractive for other geotechnical applications with
769 more complex problem domains. The initial stress state induced by
770 compaction or other methods influences behavior, yet is difficult to
771 control. Thus the familiar geotechnical concepts of density and con-
772 solidation state are uncertain and difficult to specify. Achieving the
773 initial state is also a problem in nonlinear finite-element analyses
774 even though the relevant quantities can simply be assigned to the
775 elements.
776 Solid boundary constraints cause alignment of the particles near
777 the constraining boundaries. Layering of particles near the walls is
778 readily observed in Fig. 17 where the condition is illustrated for
779 both the plane strain test apparatus and the cylindrical test cell.

780Particle layering constitutes a spurious boundary effect that can be
781limited by reduction in particle size.
782At the microscopic scale, the particle kinematics, displace-
783ments, and displacement velocities also yield results consistent
784with those found in the literature (Figs. 7–10). In general, all cases
785show an increased porosity around the cone, showing an interest-
786ing volume change behavior as a response to cavity expansion.
787Fig. 11 shows that with the application of an overburden pressure,
788volume expansion is reduced around the cone. It was observed
789that although the suppression of volumetric expansion by in-
790creased stress is expected, there is no clear mechanism in the con-
791tact properties to predict such behavior. The general mechanisms
792contributing to a stress effect on volume change warrant further
793research.
794Shear localization was not directly observed in the CPT simu-
795lations. In the case of the cone simulation, localization was not
796apparent from the displaced grid (Figs. 8 and 11) and the increase
797in porosity was distributed around the cone rather than along any
798localized zone. Particle rotations shown in Fig. 15 are distributed
799around the cone apparently driven by the advancing cone rather
800than by shear localization. However, a network of particle groups
801with significant rotations appear to form under the advancing
802cone tip that signify possible localization zones. Therefore, the
803cone passes the shear band before significant dislocation can
804develop. Despite the lack of evidence for distinct shear bands,
805significant rotation appears to form in the vicinity of the cone, im-
806plying the development of a highly plasticized zone as the cone
807advances.

F17:1 Fig. 17. Particles arrayed along solid boundaries in (a) plane strain test; and (b) testing vessel.
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808 Conclusion

809 DEM is a potentially valuable tool for analysis of prototype-scale
810 problems with large discontinuous deformations. In the case of the
811 cone penetrometer, realistic simulations were produced including
812 effects of stress field and density.
813 Prototype-scale analyses differ from those applied to microme-
814 chanical studies because the particle-scale details are not neces-
815 sarily reproduced. Computational resources limit the number of
816 particles that can be simulated, with the result that neither the mean
817 diameter nor the relative particle-scale distribution can be repro-
818 duced. The particle shape is generally taken to be spherical as a
819 computational expedient. Particle rolling resistance was applied
820 through an exaggerated contact moment. The interparticle contact
821 properties can not be determined from micromechanical experi-
822 ments but rather are tied to standard laboratory tests. Calibration
823 consisted of parametric analyses focused on initial stiffness, shape
824 of stress-strain curve, peak strength, and ability to model realistic
825 shear bands.
826 Several simulations of a specialized cone penetrometer used
827 for mobility assessment illustrate key issues in applying DEM
828 analyses at the prototype scale. Particle kinematics were assessed
829 from marking selected particles as part of a material grid. At the
830 grid scale, particles generally followed affine motion, although at
831 the finer particle scale diffusive motion was possible, especially
832 near the cone tip. In general, particles initially within a material grid
833 cell remained within that cell even after very large expansive dis-
834 placements. Therefore, the solid volume within each cell remained
835 constant and porosity varied as the total cell volume varied.
836 The effect of confining pressure was tested by applying a ver-
837 tical surcharge load at the top of the specimen. The reduced volu-
838 metric expansion observed at higher confining stress was in line
839 with expected soil behavior, although nothing in the DEM contact
840 laws explicitly prescribes a confining stress effect. The cause of the
841 predicted confining stress effect requires further investigation.
842 There is a small boundary effect related to the alignment of
843 particles along the rigid boundaries. Such effects can be reduced
844 by using smaller particles.
845 Porosity and initial stress had a major effect on the cone resis-
846 tance, which requires special attention because neither are pre-
847 scribed contact material properties but are the result of particle
848 placement procedure. In the case of the laboratory calibration
849 chamber tests, the lower porosity specimens were compacted rather
850 than settled, which created larger horizontal residual stresses.
851 These results must be interpreted with the knowledge that higher
852 residual stress might be correlated with higher density, thus making
853 the causality inferred from correlations to higher cone resistance
854 uncertain.
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